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Abstract
The INSEMTIVES project is concerned with increasing the amount of annotations available for various kinds
of content, predominantly in a structured form using controlled vocabularies and aligned to content on the
Semantic Web. In this deliverable we discuss solutions for generating links to external resources on the
Semantic Web from structured annotations and how these annotations can evolve in time if controlled
vocabularies, referred in these annotations, change. We discuss existing techniques for both problems and
propose a set of methods (a) applicable to interlink various kinds of content and (b) to support the evolution of
annotations in time.
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Executive summary
The aim of the INSEMTIVES project is to increase the number of semantic annotations on the Web and thus to
overcome the knowledge acquisition bottleneck that prevents the development of the Semantic Web. The two
main approaches implemented for dealing with this problem in the INSEMTIVES project are (1) to propose
incentives that motivate humans to provide semantic annotations, (2) to propose methods to bootstrap semantic
annotations automatically with low involvement of humans in the annotation process. The methods for annota-
tions bootstrapping are discussed in deliverable D2.2.1 (“Report on methods and algorithms for bootstrapping
Semantic Web content from user repositories and reaching consensus on the use of semantics”). Methods dis-
cussed there are supposed to generate annotations by exploiting the context of resources and to support users
by simplifying the annotation task by providing annotation suggestions or auto completion of annotations both
as a means to lower the users’ effort in providing annotations. Possible annotation suggestions could be offered
by controlled vocabularies as well as could be taken from external resources which are semantically interlinked
with given data. Based on the outcome of D2.2.1, the present deliverable investigates approaches for linking
user-generated semantic annotations and for supporting their evolution in time. Interlinking of data enables the
shared use of semantics on the Web and reflects Tim Berners-Lee’s vision of “the Web of Data” in which data
on the Web is machine readable and interlinked. The procedure of interlinking of data can be done manually,
but it is, in general, too labor intensive. Therefore, in order to interlink large data sets, automatic and semi-
automatic methods were developed. The present deliverable investigates methods and algorithms for linking
data as well as supporting the evolution of annotations in time. It discusses the state of the art and proposes
future directions on how to advance it for both topics.
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1 Introduction
Semantic content is the backbone of the Semantic Web, a Web in which content is available in a formally
represented, machine readable way. Annotations are one form of semantic content, which are supposed to
make information which is implicit and inherit in content, explicit [6].
The life cycle of resource annotations consists of seven phases as explained in [1]: (1) Publication, (2)
bootstrapping, (3) annotation, (4) ontology maturing, (5) annotation evolution, (6) linking to external reposi-
tories, and finally (7) use. In the present deliverable we consider two phases of this process, namely evolution
and linking as schematically illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Resource annotation graph
In this figure we show a model of annotated resources in the form of a graph which has two kinds of
vertices: resource vertices and (controlled and uncontrolled) annotation vertices; and whose edges are directed
from annotation vertices to resource vertices and labeled with the names of users or systems who created these
annotations. Annotation vertices that represent controlled annotations are further mapped to the concepts in the
underlying controlled vocabulary, whose concepts, in turn, can be linked to external sources.
This deliverable combines the deliverables D2.2.2 (“Report on methods and algorithms for linking user-
generated semantic annotations to Semantic Web and supporting their evolution in time (internal deliverable)”)
and D2.2.3 (“Report on methods and algorithms for linking user-generated semantic annotations to Semantic
Web and supporting their evolution in time (final version)”). It is dedicated to analyze and propose methods to
link user generated annotations to Semantic Web content and to support the evolution of annotations in time.
Both phases of the annotation life cycle covered in this deliverable are described in more detail in [1], but will
also be motivated in subsequent sections of this deliverable.
The remainder of the document is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses how the links from the con-
trolled vocabulary concepts to external sources are computed, whereas Section 3 discusses how the links from
annotations to resources as well as links from controlled vocabulary concepts to controlled annotations are re-
computed when the structure of the controlled vocabulary changes. Section 4 concludes the deliverable with an
outlook to future steps.
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2 Linking
2.1 Problem statement
Linking to external repositories, as defined in deliverable D2.2.1 [1], is a process in which (internal) controlled
annotations are mapped to entries in external repositories through the definition of links from the concepts
and instances defined in the controlled vocabulary (to which controlled annotations are mapped to) to external
entries and the definition of semantic relations that hold between them. Linking as such is an integral part of
the relation annotation model described in [6].
In this deliverable we define linking more precisely and adhere to the definition of “linking” as used in the
research on Linked Data. Technically, Linked Data refers to data published on the Web in such a way that it
is machine-readable, its meaning is explicitly defined, it is linked to other external datasets, and can in turn be
linked to from external datasets.
A huge momentum has recently been gained in the Semantic Web research by the ongoing implementation
of a vision of a Web of Data formulated by Tim Berners-Lee in which formerly fragmented data is connected
and interlinked with each other based on the so-called Linked Data principles. Since a few years from now, the
so-called Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud which represents a huge interconnected dataset is steadily growing
(cf. Figure 2).
Figure 2: The Linked Data cloud (as of July 2009)
In early 2007 the LOD community project has been launched within the W3C Semantic Web Education
and Outreach group. It bootstraps the Web of Data by publishing datasets using the Resource Description
Framework (RDF), the metadata model primarily used on the Semantic Web. RDF enables automated software
to store, exchange, and use machine-readable information distributed throughout the Web, in turn allowing users
to deal with the information with greater efficiency and certainty. Currently, the LOD project includes nearly
100 different datasets (cf. Figure 2), ranging from rather centralized ones, such as DBpedia1, a structured
1http://dbpedia.org/About
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version of WikiPedia, to those that are very distributed, for example the FOAF-o-sphere. The current LOD
cloud contains data from diverse domains such as people, companies, books, scientific publications, films,
music, television and radio programs, genes, online communities, statistical or scientific data [2]. Datasets
were contributed both by researchers as well as by industry. From one billion triples and 250k links in mid-
2007 the LOD dataset has grown to more than 4.5 billion triples and 124 million links in 2009, representing a
steadily growing, open implementation of the Linked Data principles.
The key success factor of the LOD movement is the simplicity of its underlying principles:
1. Use URIs as names for things;
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names;
3. When someone looks up an URI, provide useful information, using the standards (RDF, SPARQL);
4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things.
The main tasks that have to be performed in order to publish data as Linked Data are (i) to assign consistent
URIs to data published, (ii) to generate links, and (iii) to publish metadata which allows further exploration
and discovery of relevant datasets. The steps 1-3 can to some extent be automated, using tools such as D2R
or Virtuoso, therefore this deliverable focuses on the issue of link generation as the major problem. The main
problem which arises is the issue of finding the matching concepts in datasets to be interlinked and to name the
relationships between the interlinked concepts (using defined relations such as owl:sameAs, foaf:birthPlace,
foaf:homeTown or others).
Below we provide two examples detailing how linking structured annotations to external resources can look
like.
• Linking on the instance level: An annotation is used to identify the appearance of an instance in a
resource such as the character Bing. This means that a controlled annotation uses the instance Bing
of type character. A link could now connect using a pre-defined relation such as owl:sameAs with an
external dataset such as DBPedia in which information about Bing is available. This type of link reflects
that the same individual thing is referenced both in an annotation as well as an external resource (dataset).
• Linking on the conceptual level: A structured annnotation identifies the presence of a specific concept
in a resource, e.g., dog. Another external vocabulary might define more specific dogs such as shepherds
or labradors. A link between both could indicate that one concept is more general than the other using
for instance relations such as skos:broader or skos:narrower from the SKOS mapping vocabulary.2
In the meanwhile several approaches exist for semantically linking data: RDF links can either be set manually
supported by a set of tools including URI search and recommendation engines such as Uriqr3, Sindice4, or
MOAT5. Furthermore they can be generated using automated linking algorithms. We will discuss both manual
and (semi-) automatic approaches in the following.
2.2 State of the art on interlinking algorithms
2.2.1 Manual approaches
In order to manually set links three steps have to be followed: (1) choose a suitable dataset to link to, (2)
search in the chosen data set for URI references you intend to link to, and (3) define a suitable predicate for
link between both datasets. A list of tutorial which illustrate the manual interlinking task can be found online.6
Many software tools have been developed in order to support data publishers in the interlinking task. This
includes Linked Data browsers such as Tabulator or Disco, URI search engines such as Uriqr or Sindice or
more specific frameworks for manually interlinking tags with Semantic Web URIs such as MOAT.7
2http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/
3http://dev.uriqr.com/
4http://www.sindice.com/
5http://moat-project.org/
6http://linkeddata.org/guides-and-tutorials
7http://linkeddata.org/tools
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2.2.2 Semi-automatic approaches
Semi-automatic approaches for interlinking data have been proposed that require human involvement for ac-
cepting, rejecting or modifying interlinking suggestions. One of such examples is user-contributed interlinking.
The term “User-contributed interlinking” (UCI) was suggested in [10] and exploits the wisdom of the
crowds to correct or extend automatically generated links. The UCI approach was implemented for interlinking
the riese dataset, which contains statistics about the EU, with the other datasets from the LOD cloud. The
datasets were interlinked automatically and users were invited to add new links or remove existing ones. This
option is available on every page by clicking the button “I know more” and is supported by an easy-to-use link
editor that allows deleting of existing links or adding new ones. Incentives behind this approach are similar to
the ones that drive humans to write Wikipedia articles.
2.2.3 Automatic approaches
For interlinking large datasets automatic interlinking algorithms were proposed. Typically these algorithms
work based on the similarity of entities within both datasets. These approaches are generally motivated by
related work on record linkage and duplicate detection from the database community, as well as on ontology
matching techniques from the knowledge representation community. Automatic interlinking algorithms can be
divided into four main classes:
• String matching algorithms
• Common key or pattern-based algorithms
• Graph matching algorithms
• Template-based matching algorithms
String-matching algorithms compare labels using similarity metrics. String matching was, for instance, im-
plemented for interlinking the Jamendo and Geonames datasets. Jamendo contains information about location
of artists in a dense form (city, country). String matching algorithms can be applied if literal strings reliably
provide sufficient disambiguation which is only rarely the case. On the contrary, many book titles, author
names, songs, etc. have the same names. Common key matching, or pattern-based algorithms are used to
interlink datasets in which generally accepted naming schemata can be found (e.g., ISBN numbers in the publi-
cation domain, ISIN identifiers in the financial domain, or IDs in Musicbrainz). These type of algorithms were,
for instance, applied for connecting DBpedia with the corresponding Book Mashup URIs. The prerequisite
for applying this type of algorithms is the availability of common identifiers. More complex graph-matching
algorithms are based on similarity of several properties in time, so-called graph similarities or cluster simi-
larities. Such kind of algorithm was applied, for instance, by Yves Raimond in [28] for interlinking Jamendo
and Musicbrainz. The developed sophisticated graph-based interlinking algorithm outputs interlinking deci-
sions for a whole graph of resources: a matching artist, the corresponding matching records and the matching
tracks on these records. The algorithm performed in [28] works quite well as it makes low number of incorrect
positive links, so it doesn’t require human post-processing. However, the algorithm works on the assumption
that the two datasets to interlink conform to the same ontology, or that there is a one-to-one mapping between
terms in the first ontology and terms in the second. For applying this algorithm by interlinking the datasets
built on the different ontologies, an ontology matching task should first be performed and the resulting cor-
respondences between ontology terms should be included in the algorithm. The algorithm could be extended
by using weights. For example, in [15] by interlinking CIS dataset with DBpedia weights were additionally
associated with concepts, in order to start from the most likely matches, whereas Wikipedia inter-article links
played the role of weight indicators. A template-based matching algorithm is implemented in the Silk link
discovery engine described in [32]. Silk is able to generate owl:sameAs and other link types and it is based
on a declarative language for specifying link conditions to be met in the automated link discovery process. It
furthermore is capable of resolving heterogeneities based on the use of different schemata. Link conditions
in Silk can be expressed using a combination of RDF path expressions, similarity metrics, and aggregation
functions. It supports a set of translation functions to resolve syntactic mismatches and to translate between
different vocabularies. As indicated in the publication, the link discovery framework shields quite good results.
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2.3 Proposed solution
Given the requirements for annotation and linking in INSEMTIVES formulated in [6], linking is relevant as a
means for annotating both textual and media resources with external resources on the Semantic Web, or more
precisely the Web of Data.
The process of interlinking is generally perceived as a 5-step process as depicted in Figure 3. The steps can
Figure 3: The process of interlinking
be grouped into three parts, reflecting the publication, annotation, and the linking phase of the annotation life
cycle. The steps to be taken are as follows:
1. Assign URI: In order to interlink a resource with another resource, a URI has to be assigned to it in order
to identify it.
2. Describe resource: The resource identified with an URI has to be described in an interoperable way.
3. Identify target dataset: A suitable dataset has to be choosen to which links will be made.
4. Identify link target: A search has to be performed to identify a URI reference to link to in the target
dataset.
5. Select link predicate: Finally a predicate has to be selected which reflects the relation between the
source URI and the link target.
The linking phase focuses on the final three steps of the process and is the main focus of methods for interlink-
ing.
Revisiting the principles for Linked Data and methods for interlinking listed in the previous section, we
can observe that both have been mainly applied to textual resources so far. For this type of resource a consid-
erable amount of methods have been proposed, that will be tested for their applicability in the course of the
INSEMTIVES project. For interlinking media, methods are lacking. This is why we put an emphasis on linking
methods for this resource type. We presented in [13] how the Linked Data principles can be applied to media
resources and list a set of possible interlinking methods applicable for interlinking multimedia resources at a
fine-grained level. In the following we review various methods and tools used for interlinking resources on the
Web of Data.8
2.3.1 Manual methods
Recently User Contributed Interlinking (UCI) has been introduced [10, 11], a manual interlinking methodology
which relies on the end user as a source of qualitative information. UCI has been applied to enrich the Eurostat
dataset [10]. A recent proposal, called CaMiCatzee [12] implements UCI for multimedia. CaMiCatzee allows
people to semantically annotate picture on Flickr and to query for person’s using their FOAF documents, URIs
or person names.
Manual method for interlinking multimedia could be combined with incentives such as Game Based Inter-
linking (GBI), following the principles set forward by Louis van Ahn with his games with a purpose9 [33]. One
approach is to make the interlinking of resources fun and to hide the task of interlinking behind games. This
8The following discussion on interlinking methods also appears in [13], a paper co-authored by Hausenblas, Troncy, Bu¨rger, and
Raimond which is in turn based on an earlier publication by Bu¨rger and Hausenblas [4].
9http://www.gwap.com/
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is related to UCI but with the main difference that the user is not aware of him contributing links as his task is
hidden behind a game.
GBI seems to be a promising direction for multimedia interlinking. The most interesting examples to build
on are Ahn’s ESP games in which users are asked to describe images, or Squigl10 in which users are asked
to trace objects in pictures. Another interesting approach is followed by OntoGame whose general aim is to
find shared conceptualizations of a domain. OntoGame players are asked to describe images, audio or video
files. Users are awarded if they describe content in the same way. Further exemplary games are OntoTube,
Peekaboom, or ListenGame which hide the complexity of the annotation process of videos, images or audio
files respectively, behind entertaining games. These approaches together with appropriate browsing interfaces
for multimedia assets could be a promising starting point to let users draw meaningful relations between objects
and their parts.
2.3.2 Collaborative interlinking
Collaborative approach to interlinking of resources could be followed using Semantic Wikis. Semantic Wikis
extend the principles of traditional Wikis such as collaboration, easy use, linking and versioning with means to
type links and articles via semantic annotations [29]. Some of the systems support the annotation of multimedia
objects including Semantic Wikis with dedicated multimedia support such as Ylvi [26], MultiMakna [20].
Most of these systems however treat a multimedia object as part of an article in which they appear. Thus,
they do not allow specific annotations of it or treat them in the same manner like articles which can be only
annotated globally. MultiMakna allows to assign annotations to temporal segments in videos through the use
of an appliesTo-relation. While annotations may be constrained to its temporal context, to the best of our
knowledge, links can only be established between articles and not segments.
Another Semantic Wiki with multimedia support is MetaVidWiki (MVW)11 which enables community
engagement with audio/visual media assets and associative temporal metadata. MVW extends the popular
Semantic MediaWiki [16] with media specific features such as streaming, temporal metadata, and viewing and
editing of video sequences. MVW supports the addressing and linking between temporal fragments. Segments
of videos can be treated like “articles”, referenced via URIs which support time intervals according to the
temporalURI specification [23] and metadata about them can be exported in CMML [24].
2.3.3 Semi-automatic methods
Semi-automatic interlinking methods consist in combining multimedia-analysis techniques with human feed-
back. Analysis techniques can process the content itself or the context surrounding the content such as the
user profile in order to suggest potential interlinking. The user would need to accept, reject, modify or ignore
those suggestions. Inspiration for this type of approach can be found in the area of semi-automatic multimedia
annotation.
Emergent Interlinking (EI) is another approach based on the principles of Emergent Semantics whose aim
is to discover semantics through observing how multimedia information is used [4]. This can be essentially
accomplished by putting multimedia resources in context-rich environments being able to monitor the user and
his behavior. In these environments, two different types of context are present: (i) static or structural context,
which is derived from the way how the content is placed in the environment (e.g. a Web page) and (ii) dynamic
context, which is derived from the interactions of the user in the environment (e.g. his browsing behavior,
which links he follows, or on which object he zooms). The assumption is that in appropriate environments,
the browsing path of a user is semantically coherent and thus allows to derive links between objects which are
semantically close to each other.
2.3.4 Automatic methods
Finally, automatic interlinking of fragments of a multimedia resource can be achieved by purely analyzing its
content. For example, in the case of such a musical audio content, the audio signal can be analyzed in order
to derive a temporal segmentation. The resulting segments can be automatically linked to musically relevant
10http://www.gwap.com/gwap/gamesPreview/squigl/
11http://metavid.org/wiki/
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concepts, e.g. keys, chords, beats or notes. An application of automatic interlinking of media fragments in the
music domain is Henry12 [27]. Henry aggregates music processing workflows available on the Web and applies
them on audio signals to dynamically derive temporal segmentations and interlink these different segments with
Web identifiers for music-related concepts.
2.4 Going beyond the state of the art
As of today, most interlinking methods use heuristics to generate links between datasets almost fully automati-
cally. These methods can be applied if RDF descriptions are already existing or if these can be easily generated,
e.g., from texts. In INSEMTIVES each case study demands for different interlinking methods, given the dom-
inant media types presented in processed collections, be that media files, Web services, or textual documents.
We will select and develop methods on a case-by-case basis for each of them. A considerable challenge are
methods for interlinking media, because on binary data such as multimedia content, automatic interlinking
algorithms can not be applied.
The proposed methods might differ considerably in terms of efficiency meaning quality and amount of
produced annotations versus effort needed to generate the annotations. The methods discussed in the previ-
ous section can be arranged in a three-dimensional matrix with the dimensions time, quality and amount of
annotations as depicted in Figure 4:
Figure 4: Prospected effectiveness of interlinking methods for multimedia
While UCI might reach the highest quality and needs the highest amount of time from an end user per-
spective, automatic interlinking might produce the greatest amount of annotation and thus links with the least
amount of time and manual effort needed.
Automatic approaches could be used to initialize the interlinking process, while end users have to be in-
volved as a source of high-quality initial annotations on which automatic media analysis solutions can be
trained and further improved. Potential candidates for methods to involve end users are collaborative methods
or methods for emergent interlinking. The usefulness of these methods has again be determined on a case-by-
case basis. Game-based interlinking methods are considered as a further promising option for interlinking of
various kinds of content.
12http://dbtune.org/henry
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3 Evolution in Time
3.1 Problem statement
As defined in deliverable D2.2.1, the annotation evolution is a process in which links from controlled and
uncontrolled annotations to resources are recomputed as the structure of the controlled vocabulary changes. The
goal of annotation evolution is to maintain and possibly improve the quality of annotations that might degrade
as the result of the above described dynamic factor. The annotation evolution process primarily concerns two
kinds of annotations: (1) manually added or automatically extracted uncontrolled annotations which can be
converted to controlled ones; and (2) automatically generated controlled annotations such as those extracted by
the bootstrapping process or those previously recomputed by the annotation evolution process and which can
now be recomputed given the new knowledge added to the controlled vocabulary. The annotation evolution
process does not try to improve (unless explicitly required by the user) manually added controlled annotations
as they are expected to be of a higher quality than annotations of the two kinds described above.
Below we provide a non exhaustive list of examples of situations which have to be handled by the annotation
evolution process:
• two or more concepts from the controlled vocabulary were merged into a new concept. Controlled anno-
tations that used any of the merged concepts need to be updated to the new concept or be converted to
uncontrolled annotations;
• a new term is added to a concept in the controlled vocabulary. Syntactically, the new term is equal to
preexisting uncontrolled annotations (i.e., it has the same spelling). The problem is to compute which
of the uncontrolled annotations need to be re-mapped to the term concept because they have the same
meaning (and, as the result, become controlled annotations) and which ones need to remain uncontrolled
annotations as they have a different (yet to be explicitly defined) meaning;
• following the annotation evolution process, the system re-mapped some uncontrolled annotations
an1, an2, . . . , ann (e.g., which used the term “Java”) to a newly added concept c1 (e.g., “the Java is-
land”) with term t1 (e.g., “Java”) in the controlled vocabulary. In a later moment in time, yet another
concept c2 (e.g., “the Java beverage”) with the same term t1 (i.e., “Java”) was added to the vocabulary.
The problem is to compute which of the previously re-mapped annotations an1, an2, . . . , ann need to be
re-mapped to c2;
• a concept is deleted from the controlled vocabulary. The problem is to compute which controlled anno-
tations that used this concept need to be converted to uncontrolled annotations and which of those need
to be re-mapped to a more general concept that remain in the controlled vocabulary;
3.2 Related work
The problem presented in Section 3.1 focuses on how the evolution of the controlled vocabulary affects the
existing annotations in the system. In this regard, to the best of our knowledge, there is not much work done
to deal with this propagation problem in annotation or tagging systems (except for [19]), since most of the
current models do not treat annotations as semantic annotations, but as syntactic ones [34]. Recent approaches
use semantics in annotations, but most of them assume a predefined controlled vocabulary or ontology as the
basis for the semantics [22] [3], therefore the problem this document tries to focus on is not present since the
underlying controlled vocabulary is assumed to be static.
Similar problems were addressed in ontology evolution approaches [17] [30] [25]. Particularly related to
the problem presented in Section 3.1 is the propagation of new knowledge when this is included into existing
ontologies. According to [7], ontology evolution is “the process of modifying an ontology in response to a
certain change in the domain or its conceptualization”. In the context of our work, the modification of the
controlled vocabulary is done in response to a manual change made by the user or via an automatic consensus
process that extracted a new concept and relation according to users’ annotations. Most ontology evolution
approaches consider a step or phase where this new knowledge has to be propagated to the affected resources;
this is the phase of the ontology evolution which is most related to the problem presented in this Section.
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The ontology evolution strategy presented in [30] consists of six phases for evolving the ontology, with the
main goal of maintaining the consistency of the ontology after the changes have been applied. The phases are:
capturing : knowing which changes are necessary,
representation of the changes in a suitable format with the correct granularity, e.g., elementary versus com-
posite changes,
semantics of change tries to understand the implications of a change, for example, if a class is deleted, what
should happen with its instances,
implementation asking the user for confirmation showing the implications of the change,
propagation to the affected instances and possible depending ontologies,
validation showing the user the performed changes for validation.
However, this strategy was created for a mono-user environment, normally for helping an expert in the task
of changing the ontology; therefore, it does not take into account issues that are important in collaborative
schemas such as concurrent modification, conflicts an others.
In [31] the authors presented a model to specify the changes in terms of desired outcome, in contrast to
desired steps to achieve this desired outcome. The system then uses the conceptual architecture based on a
reconfiguration problem using graph search to select between several possible changes.
The work presented in [18] focuses more its attention on the effects of possible changes to an ontology over
depending applications and services. The authors propose to log the usage of the ontology to detect “hot spots”
to trace which applications and services might be affected by a change in the particular “hot spot”. The work
also considers that a log file that traces all the steps and modifications of the ontology is necessary in order to
inform the ontology users of why the ontology has changed, in contrast to informing the users only of how the
ontology has changed. Similarly, [17] proposes to keep track of the changes on the ontology, as well as the
causes of these changes. This could help users to understand the changes, and whether the new meaning still
conforms to the original use.
Haase et al. [9] propose an ontology evolution mechanism by suggesting ontology changes based on simi-
larities and correlation between users, their resources and ontologies. The changes are suggested to users when
needed, for instance, when certain conditions have been met, e.g., when a defined number of new concepts
are created in a similar ontology, and the user has many similar resources that could use these new concepts.
This approach could be relevant to our work by showing users the changes suggested by the consensus process
defined in the deliverable 2.2.1 [1], letting them know the implications of the changes over their annotations,
and the causes of these changes [17][18].
In [25] the authors present a framework for detecting inconsistencies during the process of evolution of an
ontology. They focus in logical consistencies, i.e., that the ontology conforms to the set of rules defined in the
logical theory. The main contribution of this work is the definition of an approach to identify the set of rules that
causes the ontology to be logically inconsistent (as opposed to only knowing that the ontology is inconsistent
by using some logical reasoner) and the definition of a set of rules to guide the ontology manager in the process
of resolving the inconsistencies by weakening the restrictions in the new or altered axioms.
Even though [21] argues that ontology evolution is not the same as schema evolution, the authors also
state that some similarities can be drawn and much of the theory for schema evolution could be reused. The
work of [8] presents a semantic approach for schema evolution in object oriented databases that proposes a
framework to deal with change propagation in data instances. The scope of the work is similar to the scope of
the current document, where the focus is on the effects of changes of the controlled vocabulary over the existing
annotations. The work of [8] uses description logics to define the formal framework to support reasoning for
checking consistency of changes.
The approach presented in [19] is the most similar work to the scope of this document. The authors pre-
sented a rule-base model for dealing with changes in an underlying ontology and the propagation of these
changes to the referring annotations for existing resources. The work focuses mainly on: i. how to detect
which annotations are affected by the change in the ontology by using the Corese semantic search engine, and
ii. how to automatically update the affected annotations based on a set of predefined rules. These two steps are
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very relevant in our problem statement, and will be adopted in our model. The difference with this work and
our problem rely on the fact that the authors did not focus on how the changes are made, which in most cases
should not be relevant, except for the fact that in collaborative settings and when the changes are a result of an
automatic consensus mechanism, the evolution strategy could be dependent on the annotators, therefore, a fully
automatic evolution strategy could not always be applied. The authors also assume that all annotations have to
be related to a specific part of the ontology, which is not our case (although is our goal).
3.3 Proposed solutions
Considering the usage pattern and the type of the controlled vocabulary proposed to be used in Insemtives, we
focus only on a subset of changes over the controlled vocabulary (from the full list in [30] and a more detailed
list in [19]) and therefore only a reduced (simpler) version of the ontology evolution problem. Mainly, we focus
on the addition of new concepts in the form of more general or less general relations associated to existing
concepts of a taxonomy. This addition of new concepts is based on the use of free-text tags (uncontrolled
annotations as defined in deliverable 2.1.1 [5])that were applied during the annotation of resources, and for
which we try to extract semantics, either via a (semi) automatic process of consensus, of by allowing users to
manually relate the new terms to the existing controlled vocabulary.
As mentioned in [17] and [19], changes in the controlled vocabulary could cause side effects in the existing
annotations. Some of these side effects are explained in more details in Section 3.1 and [19]. In order to deal
with these side effects, we propose to adapt and extend the ontology evolution process defined in [30] to include
collaborative features as can be seen in Figure 5. A more detailed architecture is also presented in [19].
Figure 5: Annotation evolution process
The annotation evolution process (Figure 5) is defined as a cyclic process that continuously specifies the
changes needed to evolve the underlying controlled vocabulary and the effects of these changes over the anno-
tations. The process consists of six steps:
1. Change formalization: In this step the change to be applied is defined. This change my be defined as a
result of an automatic consensus process on the use of uncontrolled annotations using some correlation
analysis, or by a manual change request defined by the user.
2. Consistency validation: Once the change is defined, we need to check whether this change is com-
patible (consistent) with the current structure in the controlled vocabulary. According to [25] there are
several types of consistencies, but we focus mainly in the logical consistency which is defined as “the
conformity of the ontology to the underlying logical theory of the ontology language”. For example,
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considering the use of taxonomies in our work (and that taxonomies are trees), we cannot allow cycles
in the relations between concepts. Therefore, when manually relating an uncontrolled annotation to the
existing controlled vocabulary, e.g., by stating that A is more specific than B, we need to check whether
the controlled vocabulary does not already contains a rule that defines B as more specific than A. If this
is the case, the system should tell the user interactively that this manually defined change is not possible,
possibly showing the user the rules that are in conflict with desired change and possible solutions (e.g.,
by merging the two concepts). When changes are defined as result of an automatic process, this consis-
tency check should already be part of the underlying algorithm. The work presented in [25] defines a
framework for consistency checking.
3. Consequence analysis: once we are sure that the change will not leave the controlled vocabulary in a
inconsistent state, we need to evaluate what are the consequences and possible effects of these changes.
From the annotation perspective we need to: i) list possible affected annotations, and ii) list the possible
changes to these annotations (steps 1 and 2 from [19]). For example, for manual changes, we need to
list which are the annotations that also contain the same uncontrolled text as the new concept. This list
is needed in order to know if these other annotations are also referring to the same concept, or they refer
to another concept (homonyms) (which is not considered in [19]). For automatic changes, most of the
algorithms use some correlation and/or clustering mechanism in order to derive the new concepts; this
means that the new concepts will be already related to the uncontrolled annotations that caused the new
concept to be defined, and, in the case of homonyms, two (or more) concepts must have been derived
from the annotations, each of which will have a reference to the uncontrolled annotations that caused the
concept to emerge. The work of [30] and [19] present frameworks to define evolution strategies, i.e., what
to do in the presence of certain changes. For example, what to do when a new concept A more specific
than B is added; should the annotations related to the concept B be re-checked to see whether A is a
better concept to describe the annotation, or does this rule apply only if B was added as a consequence
of a consensus. The work on [19] presents a more detailed architecture and model to list the changes and
define the correction rules. The evolution strategy should be defined by each use case partner.
4. User consensus: once the change and the consequences are known, and before applying the changes, we
need to define a mechanism by which we ensure these changes are commonly accepted by the affected
users. The system could ask users whether this new concept is a correct representation of their under-
standing of the annotation when it was applied, or have a predefined set of conditions to define when
the change is good enough to be incorporated into the controlled vocabulary automatically. In the case
of multiple alternatives, a consensus model for decision making similar to [14] could be used as already
mentioned in a previous Insemtives deliverable 2.2.1 [1].
5. Change application: once the change is accepted, we need to apply the changes into the controlled
vocabulary. We need to keep track of all the changes (and the underlying cause) made to the controlled
vocabulary in order to be able to revert these changes if necessary as proposed in [19].
6. Change propagation: once the changes are made effective in the controlled vocabulary, these changes
need to be propagated to the affected annotations. Notice that at this stage the system already knows
which are the affected annotations, and the users have already accepted or discarded (in the consequence
analysis step) the effects of the propagation of the newly created concept, converting the uncontrolled
annotations to controlled annotations. These changes should also be logged in order to keep track of
which controlled annotations are the result of a consensus and evolution mechanism and also to be able
to undo changes. This information is needed in the consequence analysis step.
3.4 Going beyond the state of the art
In this section we proposed a model to identify changes in a controlled vocabulary and to propagate these
changes to the affected annotations (controlled and uncontrolled) in collaborative settings. The proposed model
is based on state of the art models borrowed from ontology maturing research, semantic annotations evolution
and collaborative systems, considering that individually none of them fully addressed our problem as defined
in Section 3.1).
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The new proposed model consists on 6 steps that i) capture the changes in the controlled vocabulary, ii)
analyses the viability of these changes and iii) its effects on the existing annotations, iv) considering the user
in the loop when necessary to check whether the propagation of the changes to the annotation reflects the
initial intended meaning of the user’s annotations, v) only then making effective the changes on the controlled
vocabulary vi) with the consequent propagation to the annotations.
The novelty of our proposed model is to consider that the changes in the controlled vocabulary can be a
consequence of a collaborative effort, therefore, the changes to be propagated to the annotations should also
consider collaborative elements. As already mentioned in Section 2.4 different use cases require different ad-
hoc solutions; therefore, the model proposed here is general enough to adapt to the needs of each use case,
leaving each room for fine tuning according to the scenario of each partner.
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4 Conclusions
Two prominently discussed topics in the Semantic Web research are the interlinking of content on the so-called
Web of Data and the evolutions of both annotations and links (as a special form of annotations) in time. The
main concerns of the former problem are how large data sets can (preferably automatically) be interlinked
with other data sets on the Web to form a giant global interconnected graph. Means to do that are provided
by interlinking algorithms, an active area of research. In this deliverable we reviewed existing techniques
and propose a set of novel approaches applicable if the prerequisites for currently applied techniques are not
fulfilled.
Besides that, we discuss the issue of (structured) annotation evolution in cases in which the controlled
vocabularies, which are used in the annotations, change. The model proposed in this deliverable is based on
ideas borrowed from ontology maturing research, semantic annotations evolution and collaborative systems.
Our next steps consist of proposing concrete models for interlinking applicable in the case studies which
are capable of identifying things to interlink based on automated methods and which propose links to other
external datasets to interlink with and to increase the amount of available annotations. For annotation evolution
we aim to realize the method proposed in the second part of the document.
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